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BARONS EDEN RELEASE ALL-NEW TREATMENT COLLECTION 
 
Barons Eden, the award-winning Hotel and Spa Group, have released a new selection of blissful 
treatments, focused around three all-encompassing pillars; Radiance, Revive and Renewal. Each 
designed to achieve the ultimate oasis of relaxation, guests can look froward to results-drive 
facials, and deeply relaxing massages.  
 
Biotec 
One of the most innovative additions to the treatment collection, is the introduction of Elemis’ 
Biotec 2.0 machine, designed to bridge the gap between hands-on facials and non-invasive 
cosmetic procedures. Perfectly partnered with the Pro-Glow Facial range, treatments will allow 
guests to receive advanced cold therapies, including New Sub-zero CryO2 Therapy, Advanced 
light therapy, and many more, all with clinically proven results. Our favourite? The Pro-Glow 
Genius Biotec Facial. Aimed at tackling deep-set wrinkles and facial texture, this advanced 
treatment utilises a triple-level approach to skin hydration, leaving guests with a firmer and 
more sculpted appearance.  
 
The combination of the all-new treatment collection and Elemis’ Biotec technology, will allow 
guests to access cutting-edge treatments and instant results.  
 
Radiance: “Brighten and Refresh” 
Let us immerse you with radiance, with our hand-picked selection of treatments designed to 
leave you feeling brighter, more radiant, and refreshed.  

 
Our top pick: Elemis Pro-Glow Resurface Facial  
If your skin is feeling dull, tired or fatigued, then this one is for you. With a spotlight on 
minimising pore size and blemishes, this facial encompasses patented Tri-Enzyme technology 
aimed at minimising skin textures. This gentle resurfacing will leave the skin feeling smooth and 
radiant. With an additional cost of just £10, guests will be able to add on advanced Biotec 
technology, with the use of Ultrasonic, LED Light Therapy and Galvanic technology.  
Treatments starting from £90. 
 
Revive: “The Ultimate Relaxation” 
A truly reviving experience, the treatments in this journey have been specifically selected to 
leave you feeling totally relaxed, revitalised and re-energised.  
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Our top pick: Warming Muscle Massage  
This warming massage has been carefully curated to create a feeling of complete bliss, whilst 
easing away tension, knots and every-day stresses. Combining the warmth of shells and deeply 
relaxing massage techniques, you will leave with a feeling of complete balance in your body and 
mind. 
Treatments starting from £95 
 
Renewal: “Advanced Results”  
A Spa experience like no other, these treatments are the ultimate in skincare results, designed 
to deeply restore, rejuvenate and destress your body and mind. 
 
Our top pick: Elemis Pro-Glow Genius Facial  
The ultimate superhero facial has been designed for those seeking transformative results for 
younger looking skin. Using Ultra Smart technology, Elemis’ Genius facial will target deep-set 
wrinkles, leaving the skin feeling rejuvenated and hydrated. Want even more results? 
Harnessing the power of 6 Biotec 2.0 technologies, the Pro-Glow Genius Biotec Facial, uses 
Ultrasonic, Microcurrent, Galvanic, Light Therapy and O2 Infusion, this cutting edge multi-
faceted treatment will deliver maximum rejuvenation and hydration- and is available to add on 
for just £10. 
Treatment starting from £120. 
 
2-hour Treatments 
Looking for the full package? Look no further, then the new range of 2-hour treatments – yes, 
you heard, that’s 120 minutes of sheer bliss.  
Choose from:  

- 2-hour Radiance Treatment: Featuring a Full Body Exfoliation & Massage and Elemis’ 
Pro-Glow Resurface Hands-on Facial. 

- 2-hour Revive Treatment: Featuring an Elemis Pro-Glow Smooth Facial and Relaxing full 
Body Massage. 

- 2-hour Rejuvenate Treatment: Featuring an Elemis Pro-Glow Genius Facial and Warming 
Body Massage. 

 
ENDS 

 
For further information please contact: marketing@baronseden.com  
  
 
About Barons Eden  
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Barons Eden, made up of Hoar Cross Hall and Eden Hall, is a group of award-winning Spa and Hotel 
retreats for relaxing, reconnecting and indulging. Barons Eden has a growing portfolio of Spa and hotel 
destinations, owned by six like-minded partners who all share a passion for creating unforgettable Spa 
experiences. The team focus on providing individuality, flare and operational excellence to each venue.  
Hoar Cross Hall Spa Hotel is a Spa retreat within rural Staffordshire spanning across 185,000 square feet 
where guests can experience pamper days, weekend trips and staycations. The property has recently 
launched its Exclusively Yours offering, allowing clients to hire the entire property for their special 
occasions. 
Eden Hall Day Spa is an award-winning day Spa set in the heart of Nottinghamshire, spanning across 
65,000 square feet, offering luxury treatments and state-of-the-art facilities. Eden Hall has also recently 
been awarded the Five Bubble Award 2022 from the Good Spa Guide.  
 


